SUBJECT- ENGLISH
https://youtu.be/Aw-k23H3oE8
Poem – Maps
EXERCISES

Q1. key terms
1. high adventure: a very grand and exciting
adventures.
2. Leaning: sloping the starts seem to be pointing
the way to the ships.
3. Floes: masses of floating ice.
4. Vagabonds: people who are always wandering
from one place to another.
Summary of the poem: Maps
The poet pays a tribute to maps - Different kinds of maps that hold a
key to an unknown unseen world of adventure waiting to be
explored. She paints a bright picture of the different things and
scenes that maps can bring to our minds. This way, she shows how
something looks simple and humble, like a map can be powerful and
exciting

About the poet:
Dorothy Brown Thompson was born on May 14th 1869.She
graduated from the University of kansas in 1919. Dorothy died in
1990.

SUBJECT – HINDI

https://youtu.be/fF09Rci62Gs

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
Chapter – 1 (INTEGERS)

https://youtu.be/kY2qfdEedm4
WORKSHEET - 1
1. Evaluate ( a ) – 16 + 35

( b ) – 48 – 3

2. Subtract 1479 from 3243
3. The sum of two integers is -16. If one of them is -53, find the other.
4. The product of two integers is 21. If one of them is -35, find the other.
5. What is to be added to 63 to get 92
6. Find the product ( a ) 47 x 53 x 6 ( b ) 25 x 8 x 20
7. A drum holds 165 litres of oil. How many such drums will be required to hold
4785 litres of oil?
8. Rohit purchased a notebook for Rs 40, a pencil for Rs 5 and a pen for Rs 25. He
gave 100 rupee note to the shopkeeper. What amount did he get back?

SUBJECT- SCIENCE

https://youtu.be/pRTbD8Li4Zo
Chapter – 1( Nutrition In Plants )
WORKSHEET – 1
Q 1. Fill in the blanks:
i. Heterotrophs derive their food from ___________ .
ii. ____________ is an example of total parasite.
iii. The other organism, from which food is derived by the parasite, is called ________ .
iv. Lichen is the mutual combination of ____________ and ________________ .
v. Green pigment present in the leaves is ________ .
vi. Fungi and bacteria are _____________.
Q 2. Define the following terms:
i. Nutrition
iv. parasitic nutrition

ii. Insectivorous plants
v. saprotrophic nutrition

iii. Photosynthesis

SUBJECT- SOCIAL SCIENCE (Geography)

https://youtu.be/SkS7_pmoc7Y
Chap. 1 - ENVIRONMENT
A. Define the given terms :
1. Environment
2. Ecosystem
3. Lithosphere
4. Biosphere
5. Hydrosphere
6. Atmosphere
B. Answer in brief :
1. What are different types of environment?
2. Which two conditions constitute our natural environment?
3. What are major domains of the environment?
4. What holds the atmosphere around the earth?
5. When is the World Environment Day celebrated?
C. Answer in detail :
1. How is atmosphere important to us?
2. How is lithosphere important to us?
3. Why do you think the earth is home to human beings and other organisms?
4. How humans have been threat to the environment?
D. Activity :
● Write at least 10 - 15 points how you and your family are making
yourself comfortable during Corona lockdown period.
● Paste few pictures related to it.

